Old Business – none

New Business – Approval of School Therapist Job description. Copy attached
MSMA has revised several policies, we addressed BED on Remote Board Meetings last month, the following have also been revised by MSMA.
BCC – Nepotism Changes added by MSMA attached. Original policy is on our Website for comparison
BCB – Board Member Conflict of Interest Changes added by MSMA- attached. Original is on our Website
MSMA says that the revisions on the above are treated as optional language and that unless extended by the legislature the new language would only be effective until the school year 2023-2024.
BHC – Board Relationships and Communications with Staff. New policy. MSMA version attached.
ACAF (AKA GBGB) – Workplace Bullying – this is a new policy based on recent legislation, and it is required. I will attach a copy.
IHBA – Child Find - MSMA has updated the first paragraph to reflect the new Federal standard. I will attach a copy of the paragraph with the new proposed wording.
JKAA - Use of Physical Restraint and Seclusion.
The above two policies are required and we are advised not to change the language by Drummond and Woodson so I am attaching the sample policies as well as a list of the changes.
JLDC – Administration of Medication to Students – This policy also has new language referring to Naloxone and stocking and administering epinephrine autoinjectors. I have sent the new policy to Lindsey to review, but I am not sure if she will have time to do it before our meeting. I am attaching the MSMA copy just in case otherwise we can review it next month.